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1. Research purpose and object of thesis 

1.1. Research purpose  

- The purpose of the thesis is to study the role of Ly Nam De worship (or Ly Nam 

De worship belief) in cultural life of Northern Delta residents; to view  movement trends 

and changes of Ly Nam De worship in contemporary life; to put foward issues of 

preserving and developing historical and cultural values of  Ly Nam De worshipin 

current society. 

1.2. Research object 

The object of the research is Ly Nam De worship belief and the roles of Ly Nam 

De worship belief in Northern Delta residents’ cultural life. The subject of the reseach is 

not approached from the historical point of view but the cultural one, with which Le Nam 

De is a person who is worshipped by the people in relation of different factors such as 

legend, myth – relics – festivals and worshiping traditions. 

2. Research methods 

From specializational aspect, the research approaches the object from culture 

studies’ point of view in relation with ethnology, psychology, folk songs, sociology...to 

have a comprehensive view. 

In terms of specific methods, the thesis uses some following key methods: 

secondary documents synthesis and analysis, observation, indepth interviews, 

questionaires, analysis,  explaination and comparison.  

3. Key findings and conclusion 

* Findings:  

- Generalizing literature on cultural life, Recognizing the worshiping of Ly Nam 

De in Northern Delta systematically via different factors: legend/myth-relics-festivals 

- Confirming the positive impacts of Le Nam De worship on Northern Delta 

residents via different means: cultural objects and need; cultural activities and tangible 

and intangible cultural products of cultural life. 

- Viewing movement trends and changes of Ly Nam De worship in 

contemporary life; viewing Ly Nam De worship in relation to national heroes worship 

belief of Northern Delta residents; putting foward issues of preserving and developing 

historical and cultural values of  Ly Nam De worshipin current society.  
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Conclusion  

1. From research findings and documents on legends, myths, literature works 

carved on stones, parallel sentences, other materialistic traces of worshiping relics to daily 

worshiping practices, worshiping traditions on the first and 15th day of lunar month and 

other annual worshiping beliefs, the thesis author gets to know about one phenomenon – 

the objective and popular worshiping of Ly Nam De in the cultural life and has certain 

impacts on people of the Northern Delta.  

2. Ly Nam De has been respected and worshipped by many communes and villages. 

He has played a role in Northern Delta residents’ cultural life. Ly Nam De has become a 

holy saint who blesses people’s lives and is a reliable source of spibelief strength of people. 

The worshiping of Ly Nam De has promoted cultural activities, forming tangible and 

intangible cultural values such as: worship relics, communitity activities in communal 

houses, creating an environment to preserve and promote traditional cultural values, forming 

people’s code of conduct in the relation with saints, community, orienting people’s  

behaviours, educating ethics and ways of life. On the other hand, Ly Nam De worship 

continues to tell later generations about the country’s glorious history, showing the tradition 

of remembering the source of the Vietnamese, at the same time, educating the patriotism  to 

establish a long lasting community bonding, to form and foster community cultural values, 

contributing to the diversity of Vietnam’s religious and belief picture. 

3. The beliefs of  Ly Nam De and other national heroes worship are existing in 

Vietnam’s contemporary era, it definitely will be preserved and developed strongly in the 

future because the sense heading to the source, the patriotic tradition have always been a 

good custom of the Vietnamese. However, the modern life with significant changes  has 

had both positive and negative impacts on Ly Nam De worship. This on one hand shows 

people’s flexibility and adaptability in life, on the other hand poses some issues: the 

problem of cultural subject, the preservation and development of traditional cultural 

values combined with new cultural factors, the relationship between the community and 

the State and local authority...  
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